Rethinking trust
Our services

In 2006, the owner Markus Breuer founded the MBC in
Hünenberg (ZG).
The company has now grown into a medium-sized
trust company and Tabea von Känel is the director in
charge. We pursue our customer’s goals together.

“Administration and consultancy with passion”
Reliable numbers are the foundation of

Many different industries now rely on our

any strategic company development and

services. It is particularly important to also

indispensable as a control instrument.

be a point of contact for all sectors and

We know that a corresponding solution

client categories - from the smallest com-

must be customized precisely for the in-

pany to a corporation.

dustry and the respective business field.
Whether we are dealing with administrative services, a company purchase, a
foundation or the implementation of suitable software - the MBC is a reliable partner on your side.
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How MBC works for your
success
Our customer’s goals are in focus and
in order for them to be reached as best
possible, MBC provides them with a
powerful and experienced team.

Our mission: We offer our customers
and business partners real added value
through high adaptability, mutual trust and
long-term cooperation. This is made possible through our efficient working methods and open communication with our
customers.
As an established trust company, we
guarantee technical competence and
a lot of experience. In particular when it
comes to implementing new and innovative projects.

“A strategy for success“
Financial Services
Bookkeeping, annual financial statements, tax planning and tax returns

Company formations
Preparation of business plans, support with the formation process, assistance to start-ups

Domiciliary services
Relocation of the company head office to and within Switzerland to the two most tax-favorable Cantons
(Zug and Schwyz) with support during official procedures as well as a postal and secretarial service

Innovative business software
With StarFinder, every file is immediately available and saved in a revision-proof manner; AbaWeb simplifies your accounting

Staff services
Support with recruiting, staff management and administration

Real estate
Support with purchasing, selling and renting, real estate management and leasing on behalf of clients,
renting of stylish business apartments in Zug
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Together for our customers
Reliable, competent, efficient - our business partners support MBC in implementing
projects. Together we develop innovative strategies for our clients, and as such offer
in-depth expert knowledge on IT solutions, finance, law and other areas.

Law firm

System integrator

Asset management

Digital Dental Life AG

“MBC's experts have been assisting us since 2011 in all
important matters relating to accounting, tax planning and
financial statements in a competent and capable manner.
The entire IT project went exactly to plan and in close
cooperation with those responsible in our company - we
could always rely on them."
Dr Michael Peetz (Chairman of the Advisory Board
for Digital Dental Life AG)
Client since 2011

"We didn't make it easy for the project team. Our wine
and delicacies are produced, stored and administered
in Italy. Our sales and distribution are based in Germany,
where there is also has a warehouse. All of these aspects
had to be considered when introducing the new stock
management system. Added to this were the various tax
and sales tax laws to be borne in mind with bookkeeping
and financial reports. The specialists at MBC excelled at
implementing our project and are really committed to assisting our company. We receive the best advice."
Kristin Eisenberg
(Director at Villa Caviciana)
Client since 2014
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Our services for your success!
There are many challenges that initially require a thorough analysis. MBC offers you support to gain the
necessary overview before making a decision.

Simple accounting with AbaWeb
Accounting is very efficient thanks to
AbaWeb. In particular SMEs use this option, because the interaction between the
company and trustees is uncomplicated. And this is done completely mobile:
Bookkeeping can be accessed from anywhere with an internet connection.

returns, can be processed with the
software - of course, with support from
MBC. You decide individually if you want
to book it yourself or use our full service.
The advantages of AbaWeb are clear.
Contact us, we would be happy to help
you out!

Regular posts and more comprehensive procedures, like statements or tax

All data in sight with StarFinder
Are you still looking or have you already
found it?
With StarFinder, we have a digital solution
that you can use to easily access all documents and cases in file form. With the

integrated full text search, the document
you need can be immediately located
quickly and intuitively with the aid of key
words. Revision-proof and powerful - you
can create your internal “Google Portal”
by simply scanning your documents.

Be Smart. Go Zug.
Flexibility for company-related actions is
important in many regards and needs
more and more room when groundbreaking decisions must be made. In order to
offer our clients a variety of options, we
have designed our domicile services.
It is possible to relocate your premises to
Switzerland or within Switzerland to the
more tax-favorable Cantons of Zug and
Schwyz.

We provide you with the on-site infrastructure (workplaces and conference
rooms). If desired, we can also take over
corporate administration with a secretarial
service, mail forwarding, administration
and much more. Contact us, we would
be happy to help you out!

Exclusive for domicile
clients: Digital office
With the “Digital Office” service,
you can access your documents
and company-relevant data
anywhere in the world - and it is
revision-safe.
We would be happy to introduce
you to the details.
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Taxes - more than a “form”
Even Aristotle knew it: “The whole is
greater than the sum of its parts.” Of
course this still applies today and perfectly describes what is important for strate-

gic tax planning. That is why we do not
only complete your tax return, but rather
we also offer support and consultation
beyond this.

Business software: smart solutions that optimize processes
IT solutions have to be based on the
company and not the other way around.
The business software that we use simplifies processes, is oriented towards the
company’s questions and supports the
cooperation with us in an optimal manner.
Whether an SME or a corporation, we
provide customized software solutions for
all industries and according to individual
requirements. We are certain: Together
with our adept experts, we will find the
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software and hardware that offers you
processes and procedures that fit to your
company.
With Microsoft Dynamic NAV (Navision),
even comprehensive merchandise management systems can be displayed. The
implementation and technical processing
is carried out together with our renowned
IT partners.

Appealing temporary living: business apartments in Zug
When a planned relocation must be implemented or employees are dispatched
to Switzerland, temporary living in our stylish business apartments is a good option.
The apartments in the impressive ONEONE towers have modern equipment,
are completely furnished and can be
moved into immediately. Live directly on
the lake and yet still in close proximity to

the mountains. The traffic connections and
the many recreational possibilities are simply optimal.
This makes it easy to start living and
working in the heart of Switzerland! Find
out about this on our homepage or contact us. We would be happy to help you
out and give you a personal offer.

Zug is great!
In the community ranking from “Weltwoche”, Zug
is in first place in Central Switzerland and eighth
place (from 919 communities) in all of Switzerland.
(Source: Weltwoche community ranking 2016)

Do you own real estate and need support? Are you interested in our business apartments?
Then simply contact Tim Breuer (tbr@mbc.swiss or +41 (0) 41 / 781 55 37) and he will be happy to provide you with more
information.
You can find more impressions of the business apartments and the interested party form online under www.one-one.info.

Get to know us personally!
Did you not find your question about accounting and taxes? Or do you want to find out more about our services?
This can be done quicker and more efficiently in a personal conversation, but above all more personally and individual.
Simply contact us under info@mbc.swiss or +41 (0) 41 / 781 55 37.
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MBC MANAGEMENT & BUSINESS CONSULTING
Bösch 80 A
6331 Hünenberg / ZG
Telephone: +41 (0) 41 / 781 55 37
Fax: +41 (0) 41 / 781 55 36
Email: info@mbc.swiss
www.mbc.swiss
https://www.facebook.com/mbconsulting.ch
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